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Research Design
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Rounding note: Periodically throughout the report, the sum of the answer percentages of a single-response question may not equal

100%. This is due to numerical rounding. 

Sample Source

Online panel of consumers

Survey Length

5 minutes

Sample Size

N=1,007 nationally representative sample

Data-Collection Dates

March 18-19, 2020
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How concerned are you personally about COVID-19?

Concerns
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47%

64%
75%

47%
62%

18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60+

58% 61%

Male Female

High concern level is similar by 

gender, although men were 

significantly more likely to indicate 

they were “not at all” concerned. 

Those aged 40-49 have the 

strongest level of concern about 

the virus, likely a result of 

combined worries from having 

children, aging parents, and 

managing work life through this 

crisis. 

Gender Age

51% 56%
66% 69%

60%

1 2 3 4 5+

63%
53%

61% 61%

NE MidWest South West

Those in the Midwest are less 

likely to have strong concern 

about the virus.

Concern peaks among 

households with 3 or 4 members.  

One-person households, not 

surprisingly, are the least 

concerned about the virus. 

Region Household Size

Total

60%

% “Extremely” or “Very” Concerned About COVID-19
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How concerned are you personally about COVID-19?

Concerns
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55% 59% 65% 66% 64%

<$50k $50K
$74,999

$75K
$99,999

$100K
$149,999

$150K+

58%
65% 62% 60%

White  Black  Latin Other

African Americans have the 

highest concern about COVID-19, 

though not significantly so. 

Concern level tends to rise along 

with income level.

Ethnicity Income

66% 69%
60% 55%

Child under
6

Child 6-17 Adult 60+ No Kids 0-
17

56% 61% 60%

 Part Time  Full Time Not
 employed

No notable differences are seen 

based on employment status.

Interestingly, those with an ‘at-

risk’ household member aged 60+ 

have lower concern levels than 

those with young children in their 

homes. Those without kids are 

least concerned about the virus; 

however, over half of this 

population is at least “very” 

concerned.

At-risk Household 

Member

Total

60%

% “Extremely” or “Very” Concerned About COVID-19
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Have you begun working from home?

Working From Home

Over half of employed Americans 

surveyed are now working from home 

as a result of the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

55%
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How should companies you do business with communicate with you?

Communication
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77%

43%

28% 26% 23%
8%

Email Text message Social media Company's website TV Radio

Consumers’ preference of communication 

method is email. Younger consumers aged 18-39 

tend to be more open to text messaging and 

social media as a means of communication, 

although email still ranks first. 
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8%

6%

14%

11%

7%

10%

12%

11%

13%

13%

57%

29%

35%

46%

54%

60%

63%

66%

68%

73%

74%

33%

62%

59%

40%

35%

33%

27%

23%

20%

14%

14%

10%

Dining in at full-service restaurants

Dining in at limited-service or fast-food restaurants

Using a drive-thru service at a restaurant

Ordering food directly from the restaurant for pick-up inside the restaurant

Ordering alcoholic beverages from a restaurant

Ordering food directly from the restaurant for delivery

Ordering food directly from the restaurant for curbside pick-up at the restaurant

Using third-party services, such as Grubhub or UberEats, to order food from a restaurant and have it delivered

Using a delivery service for groceries

Using a pick-up service for groceries

Preparing and eating meals at home

Home preparation of meals is expected to soar as consumers avoid restaurants. 

Even drive-through and takeout are taking a hit.  

Impact On Dining Behavior

Doing More No Change In Frequency Doing Less
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The cleanliness/sanitation of the kitchen is the top concern about ordering 

pickup or delivery from a restaurant.   

Cleanliness

93% 89% 85% 85%
80% 80%

72%
58% 51% 49% 47% 46%

The cleanliness and
sanitation inside

restaurant kitchens

Delivery driver touching
my food

Non-kitchen
employees handling my

food

Being around other
people inside a

restaurant when picking
up my order

The costs associated
with ordering food from a

restaurant

Handling cash during the
transaction

Big Concern Somewhat of a Concern
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What Restaurants Can Do To Increase Comfort Level 

With Delivery Or Pickup Orders

Improving Comfort Level

Percentage off your order

Sanitary delivery practices ensuring all handlers of your order have
remained sanitary throughout the process

Free delivery

Free item, such as an appetizer or dessert

Additional protective delivery packaging

Handlers required to wear masks and gloves

Extra points or rewards from a customer loyalty program

Restaurant has 100% cashless transactions

Increased parking area for curbside pick-up

30% 40% 50% 60% 70%
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Open-Ends

Other Ideas From Consumers

Institute contactless 

transactions – go 

completely digital for 

paying & ordering, and 

have no-contact delivery

Publicize the additional 

precautions & hygiene 

measures you are enacting
Provide sanitizing 

wipes with meals

Lower the minimum 

spend amount for 

delivery, reduce/remove 

delivery fees

Neighborhood night –

deliver hands-free for 

entire neighborhoods at a 

deep discount 

Discount gift cards that 

we can buy and use 

when things are back to 

normal

Tell us how you’re taking care 

of your workers who aren’t 

able to work right now.
Regularly test and 

publish negative virus 

statuses of employees

Expand delivery service 

area; include more rural 

areas

Offer family-size value 

meals, cheap

Require gloves and masks for 

all employees

It needs to be less 

expensive.
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This new and very challenging 

environment is changing rapidly, 

so it is important to act quickly.  All 

indications point to a very difficult 

several months ahead for all of us, 

and for restaurants in particular.

Act with consumer safety in mind. 

Consumers are afraid, not only 

about the health of their selves 

and their loved ones, but also 

about the rocky economic 

conditions and how it will impact 

them.

Consumers want to be assured 

their meals are prepared and 

handled with outstanding hygiene. 

Offering substantial discounts, or 

new ways to supply meals such 

as bulk/family meals, may help 

encourage consumers to order 

food for delivery or pickup,

especially in the growing 

economic uncertainty.

Summary & Considerations 
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Decision Analyst

TOP RANKED INDEPENDENT KNOWLEDGEABLE OUTCOMES-DRIVEN

DECISION-ORIENTED, ANALYTICAL

CONSULTING-FOCUSED

CREATIVE, INNOVATIVE

TECHNOLOGICAL LEADER

FULL-SERVICE SYNERGY

Consistently ranked among the top 

10 research agencies in the U.S.*

One of the largest privately held 

consumer insights organizations 

in North America

Hundreds of analytics & modeling 

engagements each year

Designs best solution for 

business objectives

* Source: Prevision Corporation’s Annual Quality and Value Benchmarking Surveys among Corporate Research Buyers.

Qualitative

Analytics

Quantitative

Modeling
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